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Figure 1: A summary of the main functions of the XAI Primer. The design space is structured into three layers, namely: the
cluster layer (a), the item layer (b) and the network layer (c) that can be explored in an open-ended and serendipitous way.
Guided tours (d) provide focused reading of the space by automatically panning and zooming. The exploration modes panel (e),
the collection panel (f), the search bar (g) and the minimap (h) complete the interface, respectively allowing users to navigate
across views, collect and download lists of items, search for authors or projects, orient them in space and highlighting the
same items in the space.
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INTRODUCTION

A recent branch of Explainable Artifcial Intelligence (XAI) is concerned with the design of visual interactive explainers to make
AI systems understandable. However, because of the feld’s quick
evolution and interdisciplinary nature, it is challenging to have an
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overview and develop new approaches. XAI researchers have made
several attempts to organize the explaining process into conceptual
frameworks. Barredo Arrieta et al. focused on XAI concepts and
taxonomies for Deep Learning [1], while others organized surveys
according to target audiences, visual models and tasks. [11, 15].
The recent EUCA project by Jin et al. made a preliminary efort in
defning strategies for addressing explanations to non-experts [18].
Our work is based on contributions made at the intersection of visualization and the humanities/cultural heritage, which have seen
advancements in the design of interactive tools aimed at overcoming traditional interface design approaches to cultural collections,
such as grid-based interfaces centered around targeted search. [10],
supporting visual and open-ended exploration [22]. In this context, serendipity [5, 20] and generosity [21] have been considered as
guidelines to design interfaces for browsing cultural collections.
We present the XAI Primer, a digital interface that organizes
XAI research and projects by explanation strategy, media, and usage
scenarios at diferent levels of granularity and allows users to browse
the space by blending open-ended exploration with guided tours
using a museum metaphor to arrange elements in space and inform
the design process of interactions.
The XAI Primer is a visual ideation space where designers can
fnd inspiration and case studies even outside their academic feld.
Indeed, the XAI Primer juxtaposes XAI elements from diferent communities, positioning them according to their similarity in terms of
strategies and used techniques. Hence, it provides a comprehensive
and interdisciplinary overview of the state-of-the-art. Therefore,
the XAI Primer can be considered a growing design space that
refects on past, current and future eforts in XAI. Since the interface has no limited boundaries, it is our intention to promote the
XAI Primer as an ever-growing tool, subject to change and able to
accommodate new items suggested by users.
The CHI community is interdisciplinary in nature and brings
together experts in diferent felds who could beneft from the
exploration of the XAI Primer and contribute with new proposals.
Indeed, CHI community has been already committed for years now
to encouraging "holistic" perspectives in XAI [7] and innovative
solutions to support AI explanations [4].

work in the context of similar related works. Moreover, it enables
curators, namely experts researchers in the feld dittoing the role of
the curator within museum exhibitions, to (2) inform new collections of items making connections between existing works, and
identifying new trends. Finally, as its frst aim, supports designers
in (3) ideating new items.

2

Three levels of granularity—clusters, items, and networks structure the interface. The background is populated with textual annotations and non-graphical signs that serve viewers as a preliminary
orientation tool. Glyphs encode information and fuidly adapt to the
level of granularity the visitor is exploring, populate the interface.
Indeed, encoding many dimension in a single glyph is challenging,
so only selected dimensions are shown at the cluster, item and
network level, progressively presenting a more and more complete
picture of an XAI item. (See Figure2)

3

The XAI Primer currently includes a collection of 71 Explainable Artifcial Intelligence projects gathered from the VISxAI Workshop [9],
Distill [3], Google Arts Experiments [12], IEEVIS Art Program [13],
as well as independent artworks from the felds of art, media studies,
communication design and data activism [14].
In order to generate a set of metadata that could be applied across
items to highlight their similarities and diferences and facilitate
the visual representation of this research space and its interactive
exploration, we coded each item according to the XAI-Building
Blocks (XAI-BB) Framework [8]. This framework presents diferent
dimensions that have been derived based on explanation strategies
discussed in the felds of pedagogy, philosophy, and communication
studies in order to characterize XAI processes.

4

First and foremost, the XAI Primer supports researchers working on
visual interactive explainers to ideate unexplored combinations of
strategies and techniques. The interface supports three main tasks,
namely (1) overview of the space; (2) exploration and comparison
of XAI items; and (3) analysis of individual items and their design
context, such as raw materials, doodles and interviews with authors.
The XAI Primer is tailored to support three stakeholder groups,
namely (1) authors (of featured items) in framing, summarizing
and categorizing existing XAI items; (2) curators (e.g., conference
organizers and program managers) in collecting items and developing guided tours through the space; and (3) designers (hopefully
prospective authors) in exploring XAI items for inspiration and
ideation.
We came up with three main design goals, aligned to the three
stakeholder groups. The XAI Primer allows authors (1) to summarize and categorize items, supporting them in identifying their

WHAT ATTENDEES WILL EXPERIENCE

The XAI Primer 1 in its current form is a web-based platform, primarily consisting of an interactive prototype 2 where XAI projects,
strategies and artworks are presented (Figure 1). Besides, an About
page contains information about our design process and a Submit
page allows visitors to propose new case studies or strategies. After
many design iterations and interactive mock-ups, the XAI Primer
has been implemented using a combination of D3.js [2] and React.js [16]. As previously stated, the XAI Primer uses analogies of
a landscape and a museum setting (more spatially constrained) to
graphically display the interactive explainers. The location of items
is determined by their similarity and is accomplished by applying
the Uniform Manifold Approximation that compresses the multidimensional data space generated by our qualitative coding into a
2D vector space (UMAP) [19].

4.1
THE XAI PRIMER DESIGN SPACE

COLLECTING ITEMS’ METADATA

Three layers of exploration

Cluster Layer. The cluster layer is the frst layer visible the
visitor can interact with. It provides an overview of XAI items,
positioning and grouping them according to their characteristics
using UMAP. To follow the museum metaphor, clusters of items
can be considered as rooms in a museum where similar pieces are
1 https://xai-primer.com/

2 https://xai-primer.com/tool
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Figure 2: An overview of the glyphs at diferent levels of granularity. The cluster layer (a) presents treemap-like glyphs, encoding desktop and exhibition as dimensions. In the item layer the task, media, target user group and path dimensions are
added to glyphs. Finally, in the network layer, relationships between XAI items within the same cluster are revealed.
showcased for visitors to further explore. At this level, XAI items
are grouped and represented as treemap-like glyphs, where size
represents the number of items featured in each cluster, and color
represents the scenario of use. The top bar represents the type of
expected exploration.
Item Layer. Zooming into the XAI Primer reveals the item layer,
which provides information about individual items. At this level,
glyphs no longer represent clusters of XAI items, but individual
items. Elements of the cluster view glyph remain, but others are introduced to unfold the item details and to facilitate the identifcation
of similarities and diferences between individual items.
Network Layer. Finally, zooming in further, the network layer
reveals the hidden relationships among items, overlaying across
the cluster a graph connecting media and explanation strategies.
The size of each node represents the number of occurrences, thus
the larger the node, the more that explanation strategy (darkgrey nodes) or media (white nodes) is used within the cluster being observed. We use a force-directed layout to position keyword
nodes [17]. Combining these diferent layers through common interaction techniques such as panning and zooming, the XAI Primer
allows to fuidly combine vertical and horizontal exploration of
XAI items [6], where visitors can frst get an overview of item clusters before diving into a more in-depth exploration of individual
contributions to XAI.
Item Details. Visitors can explore individual details about an
XAI item, by selecting its representing glyph directly from the

Item or Network layer. Selecting an item will bring up a dedicated
page presenting details about the item, including its authors, a
brief description of its focus, as well as Building Blocks and related
attributes. Where possible, we also include information about the
design process that authors went through when designing the item.

4.2

Modes of Exploration Supported in the XAI
Primer

The XAI Primer supports diferent types of exploration— openended exploration, guided tours that allow the traversal of the
design space alongside curated perspectives, and targeted search
of individual items of interest.
Open-Ended Exploration. Visitors of the XAI Primer can fuidly explore the design space by zooming in and out of the layers.
Through the open-ended exploration of the space, we aim to support serendipitous discoveries, drawing from design considerations
discussed by Thudt et al. [20]. Therefore, layered visual overviews
provides a generous [21] entry point into the collection where visitors can start their explorations without knowledge of the design
space or knowing what to look for. Visitors can start exploring
guided by their curiosity and interests, without following any prescriptive path. For example, visitors can start their exploration by
browsing the space at the cluster level, reading annotations and digging in specifc areas. However, they can also use the exploration
modes panel to directly jump to the network view to explore individual items and their thematic links. These modes of exploration
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make clear our intention to provide visitors with a space that is
as usable as a museum exhibit, where one can consult a foormap
frstly or directly explore thematic rooms. On the bottom right of
the interface, a minimap facilitate open-ended explorations by presenting a small replica of the item layer which acts as a wayfnder,
preventing visitors from getting lost. Moreover, when exploring
the network layer clicking on a keyword node, other portions of
the design space are highlighted where related items can be found.
In this way, new connections between XAI items across the design
space are made visible, again allowing for the discovery of new and
unexpected links.
Guided tours complement open-ended explorations, that allows
visitors to browse the space following a curated path. At the current stage, the XAI Primer includes three guided tours. The frst
provides an overview or the space, while the others guide visitors
to dominant trends or anomalies within the collection.
Targeted Search. Of course, there are cases where a visitor may
want to fnd individual XAI items directly. This type of targeted
search is supported through a common search bar, where visitors
can search the design space by author or item title.
Collecting, Connecting & Inspecting. In order to enable visitors to keep track of XAI items of interest they may have found
as part of their explorations, the XAI Primer features the collection
panel. The collection panel reminds of a citation or a reference manager tool where information about XAI items can be downloaded
in .txt format to inform both the practical design of XAI projects, as
well as the framing of XAI projects in the context of related work
as part of publications.
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DISCUSSION

A qualitative study conducted on a sample of 9 experts representing
XAI Primer end-users provides a frst glimpse into the potential
of the XAI Primer as a tool for refection on topics and trends in
the feld of XAI, as well as how work in this relatively young community is shaped by diferent disciplines and approaches spanning
the sciences and arts. Our fndings are particularly encouraging
in terms of the Primer’s potential as a generative tool that informs
not only the design of new XAI approaches, but also facilitates the
framing of XAI research in the light of previous work. Finally, our
fndings indicate the potential, in particular, of the guided tours
to invite and help acclimatize new audiences to the feld of XAI,
enabling them to learn about existing approaches and their relations. The XAI Primer supports researchers and practitioners in
the ideation phase. The distribution of items’ details across layers
makes the content digestible, clear, and helpful in seeking inspiration, comparing approaches, probing the state-of-the-art, and
collecting cases. Horizontal and vertical exploration, facilitated by
fuid interaction and guided tours, make the space open and elastic,
ready to accommodate brand-new items, interactions, and stories
to be narrated.
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